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FAMILIES  OF NEGATIVELY  CURVED
HERM1TIAN  MANIFOLDS

MICHAEL  J.   COWEN

Abstract. A complex analytic family of compact hermitian

manifolds has negative holomorphic sectional curvature in a neigh-

borhood of any fibre having negative holomorphic sectional

curvature.

1. Introduction. In [1, Hilfssatz 4, p. 120], Grauert and Reckziegel

state :

If (y, 77, X) is an analytic family of compact Riemann surfaces of

genus ^2, over a Riemann surface X, then for each point x0 in X there is a

neighborhood KcA^of x0 and a differential metric on F|Fsuch that Y\V

is strongly negatively curved.

Their construction of the metric is clear, but the proof of strong negative

curvature involves a computation which is not altogether complete.

(The proof, however, can be completed easily using the formula for the

Gaussian curvature of the sum of two hermitian metrics [1, Aussage 1,

p. 111].) The purpose of this note is to give a simpler computation which

shows that the metric actually has holomorphic sectional curvature ^c<0

and hence a fortiori is strongly negatively curved [2, p. 39]. Indeed we

will show that if the fibres of Y are «-dimensional compact manifolds each

having holomorphic sectional curvative less than a negative constant, then

Y| V has negative holomorphic sectional curvature.

2. Definitions and statement of results. Let ds2 be a hermitian metric

on an «-dimensional complex manifold M, with ds2=^gijdzidzj in

local coordinates. Define the curvature tensor by

Kmm = -—r— - Z — g   —   for 1 ^ i, j, k, m ^ n.
°zk ozm      „,, dzk       dzm

M has holomorphic sectional curvature (which will be denoted by h.s.c.)

less than a constant c if — 2 ¿,itaw1Jm<<; for all holomorphic unit

tangent vectors i=2i, djdzt.
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Theorem. Let (Y,tt,X) be an analytic family of compact complex

n-dimensional manifolds over a Riemann surface X, such that for each x0 e X,

the fibre YXo=tt~1(x0) has a hermitian metric of h.s.c. <c<0, then there

exists a neighborhood V ofx0 in X such that Y\ V has a hermitian metric of

h.s.c. <c'<0, with c, c constants.

Remark. This generalizes Grauert and Reckziegel's result since a

compact Riemann surface of genus ^2 has a hermitian metric of Gaussian

curvature (equals h.s.c. on a Riemann surface) less than a negative con-

stant [2, Theorem 5.1, p. 12].

Corollary. If a is a holomorphic section of Y with isolated singularities

in X, then a extends as a holomorphic section to all of X.

3. Construction of the metric. The construction is the obvious generali-

zation of that in [1].

Since ( Y, tt, X) is locally trivial we can find a neighborhood V with

coordinate zn+l centered at x0, and neighborhoods U1, • • • , Ur in Y such

that y| V= U Um, each Um has coordinates z,, • • • , zn+1 with

^(Zl) 7   Z71+l)    =   Z«+l7

and zlt • • ' ,zn give coordinates in Umr\Yz^ i for all z„+1 in V. The

hermitian metric on Y0= Yx¡¡ is of the form 2g¿í(zi> ' ' ' > z»i) dzi dz¡ on

Um n Y„ and thus can be extended to a pseudo-hermitian metric 2 hi} dz¡ dz¡

on Um, l<;i,j<:n, by setting htj(zx, • • • , zn+1)=gij(z1, ■ ■ • , zn). These

pseudo-hermitian metrics can then be patched together by a partition of

unity to give a pseudo-hermitian metric a on Y\ V, such that a| Y0 is the

original hermitian metric on Y0. That is, a=2 kti dz¿ dz¡ (1 ̂ i,j^n+ l)on

Um and kit{zu • • • , z,„ 0)=ga(z1, ■ ■ ■ , z„) for 1 ̂ i,j^n. Since aj Y0 has

h.s.c. <c<0, it is clear that for z„+1 close enough to 0, a| Y,n , will have

h.s.c. <c<0. By shrinking V we can assume (1) F={|z„+1|<i'}, (2)

a| F2n+] has h.s.c. <c<0 for all zn+1 e V, and (3) ki}, its first, and second

partial derivatives are bounded on each Um for l</', jt%n+l. Since a

disc in C has a hermitian metric of Gaussian curvature — I, we can put V

in a larger disc and obtain a metric «(zn+1) dzn+1 dzn+1 on V of Gaussian

curvature= — 1 such that «, its first, and second partíais are bounded on V.

Define a metric ds2 on Y\ V for each X>0 by ds2-=a + Xh(zH+1) dz„+1 dzn+l,

i.e. on Um, ifc2=2 kfj dzt dz¡ + Xh(zn+1) dzn+1 dzn+1. Note that for large X,

ds2 has negative h.s.c. in both the fibre and base directions. We wish to

choose X0 so that for all X~^X0, ds2 will have h.s.c. ^c"<0. Clearly it

suffices to do this on each Um and then take the maximum of the /l0's so

obtained.
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4. Proof of negative sectional curvature. Assume we have shown the

following :

__ (0 Kijkm-^Kijkm for 1 <¡i,j, k, m^n, uniformly on Um as A->co, where

^¿rtm(zi> " " > zn+i) is tne curvature of ds2 restricted to Yz   x C\Um.

(ii) \Kijkm\^M on Um for all l^i,j, k, m^n+l except when i=j=

k=m=n+l, and M is a constant.

..... „       ./    a2/»        i dh   dh \ . _...
(in) *<ftm = A-—— - --——    + 0(1),

\dzn+x dzn+x      h dzn+x ozn+x!

when i=j=k=m=n+l, where 0(1) means a term which is uniformly

bounded on Um.

Since the Gaussian curvature of h is

1/      d2h I   dh     dh \

Ä \dzM+1 dzn+1     « dz„+, dzn+x] '

and ft is bounded on Um, we have:

(iii)' Kijkm^Xc' when i=j=k=m=n+l, where c'<0 is a constant.

forA^Ao.

Fix z=(z1; • • • , zn+1). If j=2"=i Siid¡dzt) is a holomorphic unit tangent

vector to the fibre F2n t then by (i) we have

~2 ^*»WÂ -* -2 ^.¡tmWÀ < c < 0   as X -* co.

Hence by compactness of the unit sphere, we can choose A0 large enough

so that for X^.X0 we have — 2 Kijkmsisjsksm<c for j tangent to the fibre.

But if í=2¿!=i1 s¿ d/dz, is any holomorphic unit tangent vector, then by

(ii) and (iii)' we have:
n

/_, '^■iikmsisisksm = ¿_,      ^iikmsis iskßm
(*) i.i.k,m=\

+ M2'|s¿||Sí||Si||sm| + Ac'|Sn+1|4,

where ][' >s the sum of the terms where at least one, but not all, of the

i,j, k, m equals «+1- Thus if 5 is not tangent to the fibre, i.e., sn+x?±0,

then by taking X0 large enough we can insure that the h.s.c. is less than

cs in a neighborhood of s on the unit sphere, for all X^.X0. But from (*) it

is also clear that if i is tangent to the fibre, then the h.s.c. is less than c3

in a neighborhood of 5 for all X~^.X0. Therefore for each fixed z the h.s.c.

at z is less than cz for X>X0 and hence by the relative compactness of Um,

the h.s.c. <c<0 on Um for X^.X0, which proves the Theorem.

Let ds2\ Yz t=2 k~ij dz{ dz¡ be the metric restricted to the fibre, where

kij=kij for l^i,j^n. Since

ds2 = 2 ku dzl dzj + Xhizn+1) dz,l+x dzn+x = ]T gij dz¿ dz¡
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where llsi,/£s»+l, it is easy to check that:

(a) g»=k»+o(x-i), dgjdzk=dkjdzk, d*giiidzmdzm=d*]ciiidzkdz„
for \-%,i,j, k, m,p^n.

(b) gi¡ = X-'hiz^r1 + OiX-2),      pZ- = 0(1) + -^- ,
OZ71+I °zn+\

32g¿3 ,     a2«
0(1) + A-    for i = j = p = n + 1.

dzn+1 3zn+1 dzn+1 dzn+1

(c) ¿««OfA"1), dgJdzk=Oil), d2giJldzkdzm=Oil) otherwise. iNote.
Since « is a function only of zn+1, terms such as dgip\dzk, for /=p=n+l

but k^n+l, do not involve X or the derivatives of A.)

If l-%i,j, k, m^n then

*,*. = r^ "if* (F° + OÍA-1)) fö + OÍA"1)
özft ozm    „,_! dz* dzÄ

= £ftm + OÍA"1),

which proves (i). If i=j=k=m=n-\-\, then

^ = A -^— + 0(1) - i %* OiX-) dfi

- 2 ^ oía-^oíd - 2 oídoía-1) ̂

- (0(1) + A dh/dz^iX-'h-1 + 0(A-2))(0(1) + A(a«/az-n+l))

= xid2h/dzn+1 dzn+1) - h-\dhidzn+l)idh¡dzn+1)

+ Oil) + OiX-1) + OiX-2)

which proves (iii). The proof of (ii) is obvious, since the only terms which

are not 0(1) or 0(k'1) are those appearing only when i=j=k=m=n+l.

5. Proof of Corollary. Assume a has an isolated singularity at x0 e H.

By the Theorem, there is a neighborhood K={|z|<l} of x0 such that

y

y

V has a metric of h.s.c. <c<0. Thus by [2, Theorem 4.11, p. 61],

Fis hyperbolic and, by a theorem of Mrs. Kwack [2, Theorem 3.1,

p. 83], a:F-{0}->y|F has a holomorphic extension to o':V^Y\V if

there exists a suitable sequence of points x„—>-x0 such that o-(x„)—>•/?„ e

Y\V. Since y|Fis relatively compact in Y, the result follows.

6. Remarks. That X is a Riemann surface was not crucial to the

proof of the Theorem and the proof goes through with obvious modifica-

tions when Xis an arbitrary complex manifold. Then in the Corollary, a
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need only have singularities contained in an analytic set of codimension

^ 1 in X, for a to extend to all of X. The proof of the Corollary then

follows from a result of Mrs. Kwack [2, Theorem 4.1, p. 86].
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